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Abstract 
The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has developed the 
computational phantoms of the adult Reference Male and Reference Female in ICRP 
Publication 110. The phantoms are based on medical image data of real people and are 
constructed as voxel models. Kidneys of the phantoms have been represented as multi-region 
models (cortex, medulla and pelvis), while in the Medical Internal Radiation Dose Committee 
kidneys of traditional mathematical phantoms have been expressed as single-region models. In 
the present study, an impact to internal dose assessments for kidneys of the ICRP voxel 
phantoms between multi-region and single-region models was revealed by evaluating specific 
absorbed fractions (SAFs) for photons and electrons and S values of non-uniformly distributed 
99mTc in the kidneys. It was found that self-irradiation SAFs for the pelvis of the multi-region 
models are much larger than those of other target/source regions in the kidneys. Self-irradiation 
S values of 99mTc in the pelvis of the multi-region models were also found to be about 14 times 
higher than that in kidneys of the single-region models. Hence, for non-uniformly distributed 
99mTc in the kidneys, the multi-region models are suitable for internal dose assessments. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Computational phantoms simulating human body are used to evaluate the energy 
deposition in organs resulting from internal radiation exposures. Previously, the phantoms have 
been based upon mathematical expressions described the shape and position of idealized body 
organs. The phantoms (mathematical phantoms) have been developed by the Medical Internal 
Radiation Dose (MIRD) Committee [1]. In recent years, computational voxel phantoms for the 
adult Reference Male and Reference Female have been developed by the International 
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) [2] to obtain a more realistic replication of 
human anatomy - ICRP voxel phantoms. 

Kidneys of the ICRP voxel phantoms have been represented as multi-region models (cortex, 
medulla and pelvis), while kidneys of traditional mathematical phantoms have consisted of 
single-region models. Since the kidneys are seen to concentrate radioactivity non-uniformly, 
internal dose assessments for radioactivity in the kidneys may be appropriate by multi-region 
models, rather than by single-region models. 

In the present study, an impact to internal dose assessments for multi-region and 
single-region models of kidneys in the ICRP voxel phantoms was revealed by evaluating 
specific absorbed fractions (SAFs) of photons and electrons and S values of 99mTc, which is 
widely used in nuclear medicine. Specific absorbed fractions of photons were evaluated using a 
Mote Carlo code EGS [3] and SAFs of electrons were calculated using a simple assumption –
electrons are entirely absorbed in source region. S values of 99mTc in the kidneys were evaluated 
using their SAFs. 
 

2. Materials and Methods 
 
2.1. Multi-region models of kidneys 

The ICRP adult male and female reference voxel phantoms were used in the present study. 
The voxel sizes are 2.137×2.137×8.0 mm3 for the adult male voxel phantom and 
1.775×1.775×4.84 mm3 for the adult female voxel phantom. Many organs and tissues are 
segmented and identified. Three regions are segmented in each kidney: cortex, medulla and 
pelvis. The density and mass of each kidney region in the ICRP voxel phantoms are shown in 
Table 1. 
 
2.2. Evaluation of specific absorption fractions 

Specific absorbed fractions (SAFs) for radiation energy Ei from source region (rS) to target 
region (rT) is equation (1) with absorption fractions (AFs) and mass of target region (MT). 
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SAF$r& ← r(; E+, =
AF$r& ← r(; E+,

M&
 (1) 

 
Absorbed fractions (AFs) of photons were evaluated for the kidney models in the ICRP 

voxel phantoms using a Monte Carlo code, EGS4[3], in conjunction with an EGS4 user code, 
UCSAF[4]. In the EGS4-UCSAF code, the radiation transport of electrons, positrons and 
photons in the phantoms was simulated, and correlations between primary and secondary 
particles are included. The sources of photons were assumed to be uniformly distributed in the 
source region. The source regions were cortex, medulla and pelvis in the kidneys. Photon 
histories were selected to be numbers sufficient to reduce statistical uncertainties below 5%. The 
cut-off energies were set to 1keV for the photons. Absorbed fractions (AFs) of electrons were 
calculated using a simple assumption -electrons are entirely absorbed into the source region. 
 
2.3. Evaluation of S values 

S value from source region (rS) to target region (rT) per nuclear transformation of a given 
radionuclide is evaluated as equation (2) with SAFs, energy (Ei) and yield (Yi) of radiations. 
 

S$r& ← r(, =/Y+E+SAF$r& ← r(; E+
+

, (2) 

 
S values of 99mTc in the kidneys were evaluated with the SAFs evaluated in the present 

study and decay data of 99mTc [5] (table 2). 
 

3. Results and discussion 
 
3.1. Specific absorption fractions for multi-region models of kidneys 

Specific absorption fractions (SAFs) of photons for multi-region and single-region models 
of the kidneys in the ICRP voxel phantoms are shown in figure 1. The self-irradiation SAFs for 
the pelvis (Kidneys-P→Kidneys-P) in the multi-region models at low photon energy is about 15 
times higher than that of kidneys (Kidneys→Kidneys) in the single-region models. Specific 
absorption fractions of electrons for multi-regions and single-region models of the kidneys in 
the ICRP voxel phantoms are shown in figure 2. The self-irradiation SAFs for the pelvis 
(Kidneys-P→Kidneys-P) in the multi-region models is about 20 times higher than that of 
kidneys (Kidneys→Kidneys) in the single-region models. 

This fact indicates that the self-irradiation SAFs for the pelvis are larger than those of other 
target/source regions. These are due to the different mass of target/source regions- mass 
dependence.  
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3.2. S values of 99mTc for multi-region models of kidneys 

S values of 99mTc for multi-region and single-region models of the kidneys in the ICRP 
voxel phantoms are shown in figure 3. For self-irradiations, the S value of electrons makes a 
large contribution to the total S value. The self-irradiation S values of 99mTc for the pelvis 
(Kidneys-P→Kidneys-P) in the multi-region models are about 14 times higher than those for 
kidneys (Kidneys→Kidneys) in the single-region models. 

Self-irradiation S values of 99mTc in the pelvis are larger than those of other target/source 
regions. 
 
3.3. Comparison of S values of 99mTc between adult male and female 

Comparisons of S values of 99mTc in the kidneys between adult male and female are shown 
in figure 4. The S values for female are slightly larger than that for male. For comparisons, S 
values of 99mTc for the MIRD adult mathematical phantom [6] are also shown in the figure. The 
S values of 99mTc in the kidneys for the ICRP adult male and female voxel phantoms are 
comparable with those for the MIRD adult mathematical phantom. 
 

4. Conclusions 
Specific absorbed fractions for the multi-region and single-region models of kidneys in the 

ICRP voxel phantoms were evaluated using Monte Carlo simulations. S values of 99mTc in the 
kidneys were evaluated combining the SAFs and decay data of ICRP. It was found that the 
self-irradiation S values of 99mTc for single-region models of kidneys are smaller than those for 
multi-region models of kidneys. The multi-region models are suitable for internal dose 
assessments for the kidneys. 
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Table 1 Density and mass for multi-region models of kidneys in the ICRP voxel phantoms [2] 

Region Density [g/cm3] 
Mass [g] 

Male Female 
Kidney, left, cortex 

1.050 
107.12 104.63 

Kidney, left, medulla 38.25 37.37 
Kidney, left, pelvis 7.63 7.48 
Kidney, right, cortex 

1.050 
109.92 87.87 

Kidney, right, medulla 39.25 31.38 
Kidney, right, pelvis 7.87 6.28 
 
 

Table 2 Summary of radiation emissions for 99mTc [5] 

Radiations 
Yield Energy 

[/nuclear transformation] [MeV/nuclear transformation] 
Gamma rays 8.908×10-1 1.252×10-1 
X rays 5.576×100 1.432×10-3 
Beta- 3.700×10-5 4.198×10-6 
IC electrons 1.102×100 1.524×10-2 
Auger electrons 4.414×100 9.397×10-4 
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Figure 1. Specific absorbed fractions (SAFs) of photons for kidneys in the ICRP adult male and 
female voxel phantoms. (Kidneys-C is cortex region of Kidneys. Kidneys-M is medulla region 
of Kidneys. Kidneys-P is pelvis region of Kidneys. Kidneys is single-region model.) 
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Figure 2. Specific absorbed fractions (SAFs) of electrons for kidneys in the ICRP adult male 
and female voxel phantoms. 
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Figure 3. S-values of 99mTc for kidneys in the ICRP adult male and female voxel phantoms. 

 

 
Figure 4. Comparison of S values of 99mTc for multi-region models between adult male and 
female. 
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